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It’s time to all get aboard the hype train ready for the new album-! Wait, the Ladies are
Canadian – All aboard the hyper zamboni!
Okay, so as of publication we’ve only had small teasers so far, but from those alone it looks like
BNL have a lot of material to work with that they’ve been playing and refining ready for some
recording soon.
They’re still holding their cards and song title lists close to their chest at this point, but
hopefully next month they’ll head into the studio proper and we’ll be invited in for some sneak
peeks. Though if it’s anything like last time they’ll be done so quick we barely get a look in!
Exciting times, folks. Be sure to come back next month for a big round-up hopefully!
- Mil

NEWS

 We got our first teasers of the new album in the works this month, with some song titles
and plenty of pictures (1 2 3). The bed tracks are down so not long to go now.
 Ed will be joining Kim Mitchell to perform when Kim is inducted into the Canadian
Songwriters Hall of Fame in May.

Solo News

Ed

♪

Kevin

Ed joined Danny Michel for a fundraising concert this
month for the Ocean Academy in Belize along with other
notable names such as Chris Hadfield. Check out a full
playlist of the event, particularly the adlib at the start of
„What Colour Are You?‟ for a great story, and to hear how
Danny wrote with Ed for the upcoming BNL album.

Jim

♪

A very happy 50th
birthday to Jim!
It‟s a time to bask
in those glory days
of youth and that
ridiculously curly ginger hair of yours!

♪

♪

The documentary, There Are No Fakes, Kevin
played a big role in was screened on TV in
Canada this month on TVO. You can watch it
online (if you live in Canada) on TVO‟s site or
pre-order it in the USA. A new criminal
investigation has been launched to look into the
art fraud ring documented in the film.
Kevin also appeared on John Borra‟s new solo
album Blue Wine released this month.

Tyler

Tyler must be busy assembling the mother of all drum
kits ready for the album recording – No News

Steve

♪
♪

Steve performed at the Burlington Performing Arts Centre this month with the Hamilton Performing Orchestra, conducted by
his very own son!
Steve also appeared in an advert for Kraft Dinner this month to celebrate their Canadian Dijon Ketchup contest!

BN
L
Upcoming Dates

Fun and Games

To get tickets visit BNL’s official
website

Can you work out this month‟s BNL rebus/dingbat?

♫ Mar 31 Birmingham, UK - O2
Institute
♫ April 1 Leeds, UK - Leeds
Beckett University
♫ April 2 Aberdeen, UK - Beach
Ballroom
♫ April 4 Glasgow, UK - The
Glasgow Royal Concert Hall
♫ April 5 Manchester, UK - O2
Ritz Manchester
♫ April 7 Bath, UK - The Forum
♫ April 8 Portsmouth, UK Portsmouth Pyramids Centre
♫ April 9 Cambridge, UK Cambridge Corn Exchange
♫ April 11 London, UK - Royal
Albert Hall
♫ April 18 Fort Lauderdale, FL –
Tortuga Music Festival

Answer next issue!
Last issue’s answer: ‘Kevin Neil Hearn’

Fog of Writing

Behind the song: ‘Sunshine’

“‟Sunshine‟ is about recognizing that sometimes we just need a change of
scenery. It‟s easy to get wrapped up in your own head, and things make sense
to you if you never say them out loud to the people who matter the most. Tyler
[Stewart] says it‟s my best song. I don‟t know about all that, but I am very proud
of it.”
[Source]

That’s it for this issue! Send feedback, ideas and contributions to newsletter@getbarenaked.net or tweet @Mil_Feirn
Photos, videos, fanart, reviews, fanfiction – If it’s got something to do with BNL, we want to see it!
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Get Barenaked!
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